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ABSTRACT

Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy (SPS) technique has been used

to detect the surface states of ZnSe (110) surfaces. Aqueous electrolyte/

ZnSe Junction has been electroehemically investigated in dark and under

illumination. The effect of surface states on the kinetics of charge

transfer through the semiconductor-electrolyte (S/E) Junction has been

discussed. The low leakage and photocurrents measured by the application

of DC bias were referred to the blocking nature of S/E interface, In

vhlch the localized and induced surface states play an important role.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zinc Selenide Is a II-VI semiconductor of considerable current

interest due to its wide band gap (2.7 eV at R.T.) which makes it

Buitable for blue electroluminescent devices as well as a window for

high power lasers. However, its performance in such devices is strongly

dependent on its surface conditions, especially when It Is brought in

contact vith a metal, another semi-conductor or an electrolyte. Many

fundamental surface studies have been made on this material using

different techniques, such as low-energy electron diffraction (USD) [l],

low-energy electron-loss apectroscopy (ELS) [2]-[6], and theoretically

using self-consistent pseudopotentlal calculations [7].

The electrochemical behaviour of ZnSe as photoanode in electro-

chemical solar cells has also been investigated [8]-[llJ. Surface states

that occur at the semiconductor liquid Interface play an important role

In the behaviour of that interface and affect the efficiency of photo-

electrochemical solar devices. They play an important role in determining

the barrier height at the interface. Many theoretical and experimental

studies have subsequently demonstrated the existence of such states and

their effect on Junction characteristics [12],[13]. These may be states

vhich arise due to dangling bonds on the semiconductor surface, or

"interinsic surface states", because of lattice defects, vacancies or

differencies between the surface composition and that of the bulk, or

because of adsorption of electron acceptor or donor species ("impurity

states") vhlch may act as surface states themselves or Induce defect states

in the semiconductor material. Where they behave as recombination centres

they lead to decreased quantum efficiencies in photoelectroehemieal (PEC)

cells. A high density of these levels may lead to "Fermi level (FL)

pinning"in vhlch the observed photopotential becomes independent of the

redcoc potential of the solution couple.

The aim of this work is oriented to study the effect of surface

states determined by solid-state technique (Contact Potential Difference

CPD) on the behaviour of high ohmic n-ZnSe in contact with different

electrolytes.

* To be submitted for publication.
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<v 10 -10 ton).

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Single crystals of n-type ZnSe were grown and donated by

Dr. Mflller Vogt in the crystal growth laboratory. University of

Karlsruhe, FRG. They were prepared from the vapor phase reaction

between zinc and selenium by a modified Freriehs technique similar to

that used for CdS and CdSe crystals.

The crystals have been found to be semi-insulating

No heat treatment has been done to reduce their resistivity. The samples

used were circular in shape (t It mm in radius) and 0.2 mm thick. They

were cut parallel to the (110) plane. The crystals were then

mechanically polished with diamond paste (0.25 um) and then etched for

20* in a It bromine in methanol solution at -v- 5°C. Ohmic contacts to

the crystals were realized with In-Ca amalgam.

The surface photovoltage vas measured using the Kelvin vibrating

reed method as the change of the steady state contact potential difference

(ACPD) with respect to a gold-plated phosphor bronze electrode, in going

from the dark to conditions under illumination. The experimental details

have previously been described in [lJ)]-[l6].

For electrochemical studies a flat-faced quartz cell was used

of the classical three-electrode type. The crystal was illuminated with

vhite light from a tungsten lamp from the bottom side of the cell.

A platinum counter-electrode was used, and a Saturated Calomel Electrode

(SCE) has been used as a reference electrode. During the I-V characteristic

measurements continuous stirring of the electrolyte has been performed.

The crystals were ohmic contacted and then mounted on a Cu electrode

teflon isolated using Ag paste, and the back and sides of the crystal

were insulated by means of epoxy resin. I-V characteristics were

measured using a well developed electronic potentiostate connected to an

x-y recorder supplied by the Free University of Berlin.

Electrolytes were prepared by dissolving Merk-suprapur grade

chemicals in Mlllipore purified water. The following solutions were

used) 0.05 M K3Fe(CS)g + 0.05 M KM03, and 0.01 MI + 0.01 M Id.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Surface photovoltage measurements

The contact potential difference (flCFD) between the gold-plated

phosphor bronze reference probe and the (110) ZnSe surface was measured

as a function of the incident photon energy hv. The CPD value in the

dark is taken aa the zero point. Changes In the CPD slope vith energy

correspond to onsets of transitions vhlch either populate or depopulate

energy levels within and outside the band-gap. A positive d(iCPD)/d{hv)

slope change at an energy E~ • hv_ corresponds to transition which

implies a change from a level £„ below the Conductive Band (CB) edge,

conversely a negative d(ACPD)/d(hv) slope change at an energy E

corresponds to a transition filling a level E, above the Valence Band (VB).

Fig. 1 illustrates the SPS spectrum of (110) nZriSe at room

temperature (t 300 K) and atmospheric pressure and at monochromatic

light intensity I • 6p Wcm" (intensity level at vhlch 4CPD saturates).

One can observe from the figure that an inversion of the surface photo-

voltage takes place in the energy region < 1.5 eV. The spectral response

of the SPS of the real ZnSe (110) surfaces shows an Increasing feature

of the d(ACPD)/d(hv) starting at 1.32, 1.86, S.T eV, when the photon

energy was scanned from lower to higher one due to the excitation of

electrons front the surface states below the CB. These transitions

correspond to a decrease of barrier height. The transition near 2.7 eV

is due to band-band excitation.

The decreasing feature of the slope beginning at 1.71, 2.08,

2.33, 2.59 and 3.0 eV correspond to transitions from valence band to

surface states above the VB edge. These transitions cause an increase of

the surface barrier. A schematic representation of the band diagram of

ZnSe shows these transitions from the VB and to the CB.

The transition at 3.0 eV ia similar to that at 3.1 eV above the VB

observed by Duke et al. [2] on (110) ZnSe, which he ascribed to localized

surface states. The other detected transitions are new and has no similar

In the literature as we study real surfaces and most of the studies done

by other authors were performed on clean surfaces. For example cation

derived surface states at i 5 eV above the VB maximum observed on

clean ordered (ill) surfaces, and at lt.lt eV on (100) surfaces [3].
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Other surface states determined by pseudo-potential calculations [7] due

to surface perturbation have been reported at +0.25 eV from the VB maximum

and they are due to Se parallel bond, and at +0.5 eV due to Se

dangling bond. These states have not been observed on our real surfaces.

However, the surface state at 0.81* ev form the VB may be due to Se

dangling bond. The deviation could be due to uncertainties in the

calculations which has to be modified for the case of real surfaces.

Surface state at 2.5 eV above the VB maximum, has previously been

observed on (ill) ZnSe surfaces (6) which la due to transitions from Se

surface states. This value is in good approximation with the value of

the energy state at 2.59 observed in our measurements.

ZnSe surfaces projected to normal atmosphere may have a ZnO layer

at the surface due to the action of atmospheric oxygen. ZnO layer on

oxidized ZnSe or exposed to air could be observed through energy loss

spectra (ELS) of oxidized (ill) surfaces of ZnSe I1*], and the snectrum was

similar to the spectrun of disordered (0001) surfaces of ZnO.

Transitions from the Zn3d level to both Zn surface states and

conduction band have been identified [17). However other experimental

techniques such as Auger spectroscopy or LEED may be necessary for

analyzing the surface structure of such real ZnSe surfaces. For this

reason we believe that the s-states not observed in previous studies in

the literature and detected on real (110) ZnSe in this work are coming

from surface complexes including foreign atoms and Zn as well as Se

atoms or their vacancies.

3.2 Electrochemical measurements

Although n-ZnSe has been used as an electrode in PEC's [l8],[8],

Jet due to the unstability of the material due to decomposition according

to Eq. (l), it is not so efficient for conversion of solar energy to

electricity

ZnSe — ^ + Zn+ + Se + 2e~ (l)

This decomposition has previously been observed in several electrolytes

(e.g. 8). However, PEC's constructed from n-ZnSe:Al, a Pt counter

electrode, and (di)selenide or (dl)telluride electrolyte were stable [ll].

In this work, the cur rent-volt age curves are sliovn in Kig.3 of nZnSe in
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0.05 M K,Fe(CN)6 + 0.05 M KN0, electrolyte at two different light
2 2

intensities (curve 1 at -vlO mtf/cm , curve 2 at ilOO fflW/cm ) . Measurements
of potential have been done against SCE and Pt was used as a counter
electrode in these ce l l s . The photo current quantum efficiency, i s
relatively low for these PEC'3. The low current densities observed are
due to the high ohmic resistance of the ZnSe electrode, and to the
trapping and recombination effects of the free carriers generated by
photoillumination in the surface states at the interface. Low current
at cathodic bias potentials < 0.3V vs SCE indicate a rectification
behaviour of such a junction.

Fig.Ua illustrates the J-V characteristics of n-ZnSe electrode
in an electrolyte composed of 0.01 Ml + 0.01 MKI taken after short time
of the Junction formation. Curve 1 in Fig.ka. for measurements under dark
condition shows that there i s an appreciable leakage dark current passing
under cathodic and anodic biases. This may be due to surface defects
produced by chemical reaction of Iodine with ZnSe. Curve 2 in Fig.Ua,
illustrates the corresponding J-V characteristics under illumination with

o

white light of an intensity i< 10 mW/cm . After prolonged contact of ZnSe
— 2—electrode with the I~/I electrolyte (̂  T2 hours), the photocurrent is

drastically reduced as shown in Fig. Ub. (Curve 1 at light intensity

10 raW/cm , curve 2 at light intensity 100 mW/cn2). The surface of the

crystal becomes violet reddish, which may be due to the formation of excess

Se on the surface which causes an extra surface state vbich absorbs most

of the generated minority free carriers.

Owing to the fact that (110} faces of ZnSe have equal Zn and

Se atoms unstable, then by chemical perturbation of such surfaces by
— —2I /I solution, Se atoms may also give complexes with Iodine atoms.

Since these ZnSe electrodes have lev doping density, the space

charge region width ia large compared with the hole diffusion length,

thus charge collection at the external electrodes is very low and trapping

and recombination processes at the surface states are predominant.

Trapping of the photogenerated electrons have been observed by

Gautron et al. [°] at an acceptor level located at 0.68 eV below the CB

edge of ZnSe. This acceptor level may be that observed in our surface

measurements at 2.08 eV above the VB maximum (0.62 eV belov the CB).
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Flat band potentials have been evaluated by plotting J . vs V using the

Gartner model for the aqueous electrolyte [191. It has been found that

V = -l.^V vs SCE in aeedic mediums and changes to about -2.5V in

highly basic mediums.

k. CONCLUSIONS

The above discussion establishes that n-ZnSe supporting

electrolyte Junction behaves like a metal-seaiconductor Junction. The

main interface properties are governed not by its bulk properties of the

semiconductor, but by Its surface states. These states can be either

intrinsic to the semiconductor surface as those detected by SPS measure-

ments or resulting from a specific interaction with the electrolyte as
- 2-in the case of I /I redox couple electrolyte.

Generally, in lightly doped semiconductors (as in our case)

normally, they show an extremely lov quantum field. Due to space

charge effects, the photocurrent response to light irradiation is usually

limited to a narrow spectral region near the absorption edge. The high

bulk resistivity prevents the generation of a narrow space charge layer

at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. The blocking nature of the

high ohmic n-ZnSe/electrolyte interface enables charge to be induced

electrostatically at the interface by an applied bias. The leakage current

and the photocurrents generated across the interface are strongly dependent

on the space charge layer, localized surface states, and the band bending at

the interface. The lov energy conversion efficiency of such PEC cell

{**• 0.1^) is due to the many intrinsic and impurity induced surface

states observed. The occupation of such surface states is governed by the

DC bias applied, wbere it causes energy bands shift downwards (or upwards),

thus bringing the surface state below the Fermi-level (or above) and becomes

fully occupied (or completely empty).
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

rig. 1 Surface photovoltage spectrum of (110) n-ZnSe at 300K and

atmospheric pressure. Light intensity I = 6p wWau . The CPD

value in dark is taken as zero, t indicates positive slope

change of d(fiCPD)/d(hv), + for negative slope change.

Fig. 2 Band diagram of n-ZnSe shoving the different transitions from

and to the surface states.

Fig. 3 J-V characteristics of (110) D-ZnSe electrode excited with

vhite light in 0.05 M K, Fe (CN)6 + 0.05 M KHO, electrolyte
2 2

curve 1 at "* ID mW/cm and curve 2 at 100 mW/cm light

intensity. Measurements of potential against Saturated

Calomel Electrode (SCE).

Fig. h a) J-V characteristics of n-Zn6e electrode in O.OIMI + 0.01MJCE

for freshly prepared Junction. Curve 1 in dark, curve 2 under

white light illumination with light intensity 10 mW cm"2,

b) J-V characteristics of n-ZnSe electrode in O.OIMI + 0.01MKI

after prolonged contact of the ZnSe electrode with the electro-

lyte (72 h.). Curve 1 at light intensity 10 mW cm" and curve 2

at 100 mW cm
-2

a
a
o

Fig. 1
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